
Uchwala nr 2012
Senatu Uniwersytetu w Bialymstoku

z dnia 31 maja 2017 r.

w sprawie prowadlenia przez llydzial Fi4yki kierunkufi4yka w formie stacjonarnei
w jgzyku angielskim, na poziomie studidw pierwszego stopnia,

o proJitu ogdlnoakademickim oraz okreilenia dla lego kierunku efektdw ksztalcenia

Na podstawie $ 24 ust. 2 pkt ll Statutu Uniwersl'tetu w Bialymstoku Senat

Uniwersytetu w Bialymstoku uchwala, co nastgpuje:

I,
$l

Senat Uniwersy.tetu w Bialymstoku wyraZa zgodq na prowadzenie przez Wydzial
Fizyki, poczqwszy od roku akademickiego 201712018, kierunku fizyka, na poziomie
studi6w pierwszego stopnia o profilu og6lnoakademickim, w formie stacjonamej
w jgzyku angielskim.
Senat Uniwersltetu w Bialymstoku okreSla efekty ksztalcenia w jgzyku angielskim,
obowiqzuj4ce od roku akademickiego 2017/2018, dla kierunku fizykn na poziomie
studi6w pierwszego stopnia o profilu og6lnoakademickim. Opis efekt6w ksztalcenia

stanowi Zal4cznik do niniejszej Uchwaly.

$2
W Uchwale nr 1545 Senatu Uniwersytetu w Bialymstoku z dnia 26 marca 2014 r.

w sprawie olneilenia efektiw ksztalcenia dla kierunku sludi6w prowadzonych

w jgzykach obcych w Uniwersytecie w Bialymstoku wprowadza sig nastgpuj4c4 zmiang:

- Zal4cznik Nr I do Uchwaly nr 1545 Senatu Uniwersytetu w Bialymstoku z dnia
26 marca2}l4 r. uchyla sig.

W Uchwale nr 1546 Senatu Uniwersytetu w Bialymstoku z dnia 26 marca 2014 r.

w sprawie prowadzenia przez Uniwersytet w Bialymsloku ksztqlcenia w jgzykach

obcych wprowadza sig naslgpujqcq zmiang:

- $ l pkt l uchyla sig.

Traci moc Uchwala nr 1585 Senatu Uniwersytetu w Bialymstoku z dnia

28 maja 2014 r. w sprawie zmian w Uchwale nr 1545 Senatu Uniwersl'tetu
w Bialymstoku z dnia 26 marca 2014 r. w sprawie okreilenia efektfw ksztalcenia dla
kierunku studi6w prowadzonych w jgzykach obcych w Uniwersytecie w Bialymstoku.

l.

3.

Uchwala wchodzi w 2ycie z dniem podjgcia.

2.

2.
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Przewodniczqcy



Zalqcznik
do Uchwaly nr 2072
S€natu Uniwers)letu w Bialymstoku
zdnia3l maja10l7 |

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Field of study: Physics

first degree study prograrnme - general academic

Field of study in area ofeducation
fh" f,etA of study Physics falls within an area of education refening to science described in the Polish Qualifications
Framework in the European Higher Education Area, in accordance with the provisions ofthe Act of2? July 2005 - Law on

Higher Education. The field of study belongs to the area of physical sciences with elements applied in appropriate branches

ofservices or industrial production. In the range oftechnical applications ofphysics, the education is provided in cooperation

with the staffofbusiness entities on basis ofagreement with the University ofBialystok.

Explanation of the sYmbols used:
K_XNN leaming outcomes for the field of study, where XNN is:

W - category ofknowledge,
U category ofskills,
K - category ofsocial competence,
01, 02, 03 and subsequent - number ofthe leaming outcome.

P6S_XX - leaming outcomes in the field ofeducation in sciences for first degree study programme (level 6) according to the

Polish Qualifi cation Framework.
XX are:

WG category of knowledge-depth and scope, WK - category of knowledge-context, UW - category of skills-using

knowledge, UK - category of skills-communication, UO category of skills-organising work, UU - category of skills-

leaming, KK - category ofsocial competence-€valuation, KO - category ofsocial competence-responsibility, KR - category

of social competence-professional role.

Symbol

DESCRIPTION OF LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE FIELD
OF STUDY

Following the completion of the {irst degree studies
in Physics a graduate:

Reference to
leaming

outcomes in area

ofeducation in
the field of

sclences

KNOWLEDGE

with the reference to physics and methodology of physical sciences

K Wol understands fundamental meaning of physics in technological, economic and civilization
developmcnt

P6S WC

K W02
understands thc role of a quanlitative model of a physical object and physical phenomenon

within the framewo.k ofbasic areas ofphysics
P6S WG

K W03
becomes aware of the importance of an experiment as a vcrification means of theorctical
concepts as w€ll as experimental uncenainty

P6S WG

K W04
understaJrds the slructure of physics as a scientific discipline, becomes aware of conncctions
between cedain domains and lheory, knows examples of faulty physical hypotheses and faulty

ohvsical theories

P6S WG

K W05
knows limitations of applications of chosen physical lheories, models ol physical objects and

descriptions of physical phenomena
P6S WG

with the reference to tools of mathemrtics

K W06
has mathemrticrl knowledge, including difTerential and integral calculus, algcbra as well as

probability theory and statistics necessary to describe laws of physics, to model and to study

selected Dhvsical systgms and to analyse exDerimental data
P6S WC

K W07
understands the formal structure of basic physical theories, can use proper mathematical tools
for quantitative description ofphenomena from chosen areas ol-physics

P6S WG



with the reference to founditions of physics

K WOE
has knowledge within the framework ofbasic conccpts and formalism ofclassical mechanics,

laws of mechanics and theoretical models of chosen mechanical systems' understands

fundamenlal characler ofNewton s laws

P6S WG

K W09
knows ways ofexperimental ve.ification ofphysical laws and concepts, knows construction and

operation rules ofmeasuring apparatus for selected experiments regarding mechanics
P6S WG

K Wl0 knows and understands basic conccpts and selected phenomena regarding electricity and

magnetism - understands contents of Ma-\well field equations
P6S WG

K Wll
knows ways ofexperimental verification ofphysical laws and concepts, knows constructton and

oDeration rules of measuring apparatus for selccted experiments rcgarding el€ctricity and

masnetism

P6S WC

K Wl2 has knowledge of basic concepts, phenomena and formalism of thermodynamics, laws of
thermodynamics as well as theoretical models ofchosen thermodynamic syslems

P6S WC

K Wt3 knows construction and operation rules of mcasuring apparatus for selected €xpenments

regardin g thermodynamics
P6S WG

K Wl4
has knowledge ofbasic concepts and formalism ofoptics and physics ofelectromagnetic wave

phenomena and theoretical models of selectcd optical and wave systems, knows and

understands limitations of their applications

P6S WG

K W32
has basic knowledge of theory of €lectromagnetic radiation' knows theoretical approach to

selected problems regarding the theory of radiation and chosen mathematical tools for th€ir

analysis in the range Drovided by the currisulum of a maior
P6S WC

K Wl5
knows ways ofexperimental verification ol'physical laws and concepts' knows construction and

operation rules ofmeasuring apparatus for sglected experiments regarding optics and physics of
electromagnetic wave phenomena

P6S WC

K W16
has basic knowledge regarding atomic physics, molecule, solid-state physics, physics of
rtomic nuclei, elementary particles and basic interactions in nature

P6S WC

K Wl7 knows ways ofexperimental verification ofphysical laws and concepts, knows constructlon and

operation rules ofmeasuring apparatus for selected gxperiments regarding physics ofmicrocosm
P6S WG

K Wl8 has basic knowledge of astronomy and knows lhe rules of astronomical observations in the

range provided by the curriculum of a maior
P6S WC

K W19
understands the structure of physics as a scientific discipline, acquires awareness of individual

connections between panicular fields of physics and physical theories in the range provided by

the curriculum ola maior

P6S WC

with the reference to €lements of theoretical physics

K W20
has knowledge of foundations of theoretical mechonics, knows theoretical approaches to the

chosen p.oblems and formulation of mechanics in the range provided by the curriculum of a

malor

P6S WC

K W2l
has knowledge of loundations of classical electrodynamics, knows theoretical approaches to

the chosen problems within it as well as mathematical tools for analysis in the range p.ovided

bv the cuniculum ofa maior

P6S WC

K W22
has knowledge of foundations of quantum mechanics, formalism and probabilistic

interpretation of the theory, knows a theoretical description as well as mathematical tools for

analysis ofchosen quantum systems

P6S WC

with the roference to toolr of information technology

K W23
knows the rules of operating systems usage and the package of selected specialist application

software, including environments for data analysis and symbolic computation
P6S WG

K W24 has basic knowledge ofalgo.ithmics and data structures P6S WG

K W25 knows foundations ofprogramming in a chosen highlevel programming language P6S WG

K W26 knows foundations ofnumerical methods used in issucs ofphysics and their applications P6S WG

wiah the reference to technical apPlications of physics

K W27
knows construction and understands physical foundations ofoperations ofselected analogue and

digital electronic sub-assemblies in the range covered by the curriculum ofa chosen major
P6S WG

K W28
knows the construction of selected electronic measuring deviccs and understands their rules of
opeiation in the range covered by the curriculum ola chosen major

P6S WG

K W33
has basic knowledge of related disciplines, appropriatc for a chosen major and knows their

relations to physics
P6S WG



K W34
knows construction and oDerational rules ol'selected electronic measuring devices as well as

diagnostic devices appropriate for a chosen major in the range covered by the curriculum of a

chosen maior

P6S WG

K W35
knows basic rules of metrology and its application in the range covered by the cuniculum of a

chosen maior
P6S WG

K W36
has knowledge allowing to model and simulate chosen physical phenomena as well as properties

ofphysical matter in the range provided by the curriculum ofa chosen major
P6S WC

K W37
knows the supervision rules ofcontemporary devices used in research laboratories and the ones

connocted with selected applications of physics in the range covered by the curriculum of a
chosen maior

P6S WC

moreovet

K W3E
knows the rulcs of protection of chosen devices against undesirable environmental impact and

the rules of environmental protection against the influence of devices in the range covered by

thg curriculum ofa chosen maior

P6S WG
P6S WK

K W29 knows the basic rules ofhealth and safety in laboratories corresponding to a chosen major P6S WK

K W30
has basic knowledge ofethical and legal aspects oIscientific and educational activity connected

with practical applications ofscientific achievements, including the basics ofpatent law in the

ranec Drovided by rhe curriculum ofa chosen mator

P6S WK

K W39
has basic knowledge ofethical and legal aspects connected with practical applications ofphysics
in industrial production, including non-disclosure rules ar|d protection against competition in the

ranee provided bv the curriculum ofa chosen maior

P6S WK

K W3l knows thc rules ofindividual entrepreneurship and commercialization ofused research results P6S WK

SKILLS

with the reference to structur€s of physics and methodology of physical sciences

K UOI
can intelligibly present basic facts regarding known areas of physics, outline the structure of
physics as a scientific discipline and show the impact of selected discoveries in the field ol-

physics on development oftechnology, economy and civilization
P6S UK

K UO2
can prepare a study, including the one addressed to wide public, regarding research in the scope

of known areas of physics, using acquired knowlcdge as well as literature and information

technology resources
P6S UK

with the reference to tools of mathematics

K UO3
can use known tools of mathematics to formulate and solve chosen problems Qithin the

framework of theoretical and experimental physics
P6S UW

K UO4 can independently complete and broadcn mathematical knowledge P6S UU

K UO5 can use computer tools for symbolic computation P6S UW

with th€ refer€nce to found0tions of physics

K UO6
can aralyse problems in the scope of mechanics, find and present their solutions on basis of
acquired knowledge and using known tools of mathematics run quartitative analysis and draw

oualitative conclusions

P6S UW

K UO7
can plan and do simple experiments referring to

Dresent tnem

mechanics, critically analyse their rcsults and
P6S UO

K UOE

can anatyse problems regarding electricity tnd magnetism, flnd and present their solutions on

basis of acquired knowledge and using known tools of mathematics run quantitative analysis

and draw qualitative conclusions

P6S UW

K UO9
can plan and do simple experiments refbrring to elgctricity and magnetism' critically analysc

their results and Dresent them
P6S UO

K UIO
can analyse problems regarding therrnodynamics. find and present their solutions on basis of
acquired knowledge and using known tools of mathematics run quantitalive analysis and draw

qualitative conclusions

P6S UW

K UII can plan and do simple experiments refening to thermodynamics, critically analyse their results

aod Dresent them
P6S UO

K U12
can analyse problems regarding optics and physics ofwave phenomeda, find and present their

solutions on basis ofacquir€d knowledge and using known tools ofmathematics run quantitalive

analvsis and draw oualitative conclusions

P6S UW



K UI3 can plan and do simple oxperiments r€ferring to optics and physics of wave phenomen4

critically analyse their results and presenl them
P6S UO

K UI4
can analyse problems regarding microscopic structur€ of matter, find and present their
solutions on basis ofacquired knowledge and using known tools ofmathematics run quantitative

analvsis and draw qualitative conclusions

P6S UW

K UI5 can plan and do simple experiments rcferring lo the physics of microcosm, critically analyse

rheir resulls and D.esent them
P6S UO

K UI6
can clcarly present basic problems refening to astronomy and astrophysics' make basic

astronomical observations and inlerpret their rcsults in lhe range provided by the curriculum of
a chosen maior

P6S UW

K U17
ca.n critically and with understanding use literature and information technology resourc€s with
the reference to foundations ofphysics

P6S UU

with th€ reference to elements oftheoretical physics

K UIE
can present theoretical formulation ofchos€n issues ofchssical mechanics and run th€oretical

analysis ofselected phenomena using suitable mathematical tools in the rangc provided by the

curriculum ofa chosen maior

P6S UW

K U19
can prescnt theoretical formulation of chosen issues of classical electrodynamic and run

theorctical analysis of selected phenomena using suitable mathematical tools in the range

orovided bv lhe curriculum of a chosen maior

P6S UW

K U2O
can p.esent theoretical formulation ofchosen issues ofquantum mechanics, and run theoretical

analysis ofselected quantum systems using suilablg mathematical tools in the range provided by

the cuniculum ofa chosen maior

P6S UW

K U2I
can critically and with und€rstanding use literature and information technology resources with

the reference to issues oftheoretical physics in the range provided by the curriculum ofa chosen

malor

P6S UU

with the reference to tools ofinformttion technology

K U22 can work in the environment ofdilTerent operating systems and use selected application sonware P6S UW

K U23
can write a simple computer prog|amme in a chosen programming language, compile it and stan

rt
P6S UW

K U24
can use computer programmcs to solve physics and mathematical problems' data analysis as

well as symbolic and numerical calculations
P6S UW

K U25
can find and use specialist computer software in the intemet resources with respect for
intellectual propeny and rules ofuse

with the refer€nc€ to technicrl applications of physics

K U26
can plan and do simple experiments referring to electronics, critically analyse their results and

present them in the range provided by the cuniculum ofa chosen major
P6S UW

K V27
can critically and with understanding use literature ard the intemet resources with the referencc

to issues ofelcctronics in the rangc provided by thc cur.iculum ofa chosen major
P6S UU

K U3O
can analyse chos€n problems regarding selected applications of physics on basis of the

knowledge ofphysics and related disciplines in the range covercd by ihe curiculum ofa chosen

maior

P6S UW

K U3I
can come to an agrecment and coop€rale with the staffof a business entity participating in the

process ofeducation in the scope ofchosen issues refening to its activity in the range covered

bv the cur.iculum ofa chosen maior
P6S UK

K U32
can present operation rules as well as identiry and assess dangers connected with the use of
selected laboratory and diagnostic devices in the range covercd by the cuniculum of a chosen

maror

P6S UW

K U33
can identify and eliminate events potentially danSerous for laboratory and diagnostic deviccs in

the range covgred by the curriculum ofa choscn major
P6S UW

K U34
can plan and take simple measursments oIvalues specific to selected phenomena and physical

prope(ies ofchoscn bodies in the range covered by the cu.riculum ofa chosen major
P6S UO

K U35
can optimally choose a set oftools for a measurement task in the range covered by the curriculum
ofa chosen maior

P6S UW

K U36
can identify and analyse environmental dangers fbr selected d€vic€s and corresponding dangers

for th€ environment in the range covered by the cuniculum ofa chosen major
P6S UW



K U37
can analyse a chosen problem refening to applications ofphysics on basis oithe intcmet and

literaturc rcsourccs and present a rvay of ils solution in thc fbrm ofa concise study in thc rangc

cover€d by thc curriculum ofa chosen maior

P6S UK
P6S UU

moreover

K U28 can use English at the upper-inte.mediate level (82) P6S UK

K U29
can use English sources of knowledge with the reference to Physical sciences and their
applications

P6S UK

SOCIAL COMPETENCES

K KOI
knows the limitations oftheir knowledge and understands the need of funher leaming, raising
proflssional, personal and social skills

P6S UU
P6S KK

K KO2
can work in a team performing various roles. especially a leadership role. can take responsibility

for realization ofa group task
P6S UO

K KO3 understands the mcaning ofintellectual honesty in their own actions and actions ol'other pcople P6S KR

K KO4
understands the nccd to share knowledge, including the need of widespread presentation of
achievemgnts of physics

P6S UK

K KO5
can independentl) find information in literature and the intemet resources, also in foreign

languages
P6S UU

K KO6
can express opinions about fundamental issues ofphysics and its applications, understands social

aspects ofapplications in physics and responsibility connected with it
P6S KR

K KO7 can think and act in an entrepreneurial manner P6S KO

Remarks: There is a correspondence between Polish and English translated version of codes of the Polish Qualification
Framework.
L6H_XX leaming outcomes in the field ofeducation in sciences for first degee study programme (level 6) according to

the Polish Qualification Framework.

XX are:

KS - category ofknowledge-depth and scope, KX category ofknowledge-context, SU - category ofskills-using knowledge,

SC - category of skills-communication, SO - category of skills-organising work, SL - category of skills-learning, CE

category of social competence-evaluation, CR - category of social competence-responsibility, CP - category of social

competence-professional role.


